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                    Best-in-class security, privacy, and compliance.

                    Understand how protected your business IT assets are. Our experts assess the security and vulnerability of your IT system, detecting its weaknesses and noncompliances. By following our expert recommendations, you will ensure your infrastructure is compliant with high security standards.

                    
                        Networks audit

                        OS healthchecks

                        Databases audit

                        Penetration testing

                        DLP Software

                        Digital risk protection

                    

                    
                

            

        

    
    
        
            
                
                    Risk assessment, monitoring are built into everything we do.

                    

                    All system design, development, implementation, testing, and deployment processes ensure that confidential information is always protected. We adhere to regulatory and legislative compliance requirements, enforcing our commitment to the highest standards. Confidential information is protected from unauthorized access, use, or disclosure during input, processing, output, retention, and disposition.

                    
                        
                            
                                Web security

                                Audit and protection for your websites and web-projects

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                Access management

                                Improves access of employee to control over IT data

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                Certification

                                Consulting and performing various certifications (ex.PCI DSS)

                            

                        


                        
                        

                        
                        


                        
                            
                                Equipment control

                                Check your hardware for the latest standards and identify leaks

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                Privacy protection

                                Protect your private data and prevent security breaches

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                Reliable monitoring

                                immediate response to alerts and infrastructure management

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

    
    
        
            
                
                    Trusted by top companies.
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                            # BLACKWOOD GAMES

                            blackwood.gg
                            Description: Blackwood founders are game industry veterans who created such acclaimed IPs as Farcry, Crysis, and Warface. Currently, Blackwood supporting and developing a successful MMO title.

                            Status: audit + consulting
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                            # PLINK

                            plink.gg
                            Description: It's the first matchmaking platform made especially for gamers. The cross-platform application for full immersion in the game world. High quality voice calls, integration with gaming services, detailed statistics and play tracking.

                            Terms: fulltime support
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                            # SONUS

                            sonus.io
                            Description: Sonus has brought together not only the reliability and stability of its solutions, but also a new approach to quality and technology in voice communication. New player on the market of voice services for gaming.

                            Terms: fulltime support
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                            # # GUNZILLA GAMES

                            gunzillagames.com
                            Description: Gunzilla Games is an independent, innovative, and player-focused developer of AAA games passionate about creating next-generation experiences players will remember forever.

                            Terms: audit + privacy monitoring
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                            # GAMEGROOVE CAPITAL

                            gamegroove.vc
                            Description: Veterans of Crytek have launched a new gaming fund and accelerator, GameGroove Capital, which will invest $6 million a year in early-stage gaming startups. Helping to launch and scale gaming products.

                            Terms: consulting

                        

                    

                

            

        

    
    
        
            
                
                    Contact us. We are open to the new opportunities.

                    
                        
                    

                

            

        

    
    
        
            
                
                    We are looking for new & talented people:

                    
                        
                            Senior Security Consultant DevSecOps
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